


10 KM/H - MAX SPEED - 12 KM/H 
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12” - SEAT ELEVATOR - 14” 
12” - SEAT ELEVATOR - 14” 

7” TAPERED CASTER8” STANDARD CASTER 8” AGGRESSIVE TREAD CASTER8” AGGRESSIVE TREAD CASTER

175 KG -  WEIGHT - 190 KG175 KG -  WEIGHT - 186 KG 
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STAND WITHOUT  
COMPROMISE
We've combined all the features you 
love about the F5 Corpus with adjustable 
standing capabilities to create the F5 
Corpus VS. Tailor your standing sequence 
with personalized features like adjustable 
backrest angles and articulating power 
footplates. 

Experience the vast array of social and 
health benefits that come from standing. 
All of this with the freedom to drive at any 
point of the standing sequence.

ADDED STABILITY WITH 
UNIQUE SUSPENSION 

GEOMETRY AND LINEAR 
SPRING DESIGN

FLEXLINK™ & FLEXLINK PRO™ 
SUSPENSION FOR ADVANCED 

VIBRATION REDUCTION & 
INDEPENDENT DRIVE WHEEL 

SUSPENSION

The F3 & F5 Corpus™ feature an array of advancements to help increase the stability of the chair for a smooth, comfortable ride, including: 
improved center of gravity, a more rigid chassis, fully independent oil-dampened suspension and a lower seat-to-floor height. The new three-
point tilt and elevation system provides solid stability and performance. All F and M Corpus series chairs are available with ActiveReach™, 
which allows up to 45° of anterior tilt. This can be used for reaching beyond obstructions, into high cabinets, or even assist in transfers.

The M3 & M5 Corpus™ are unlike anything you have ever experienced, they both have all the benefits of the F-Series chairs, but with mid-
wheel drive performance. Our unique suspension geometry provides increased stability even at 12” & 14” of seat elevation. The FlexLink Pro™ 
suspension combines the advanced vibration suppression of FlexLink™ with independent drive wheel suspension, giving you the power to 
traverse all of life’s obstacles while maintaining your desired seating position.



SHANE CLIFTON, THEOLOGY TEACHER

"There`s a lot of literature on the value of 
standing up and bone density, bowels and 
various things and I`ve been aware of that 
literature. And really the flexibility and the 
movement were the things I was interested 
in. Since getting the chair, the best thing is that 
my body is not locked in the same position all 
day. With my previous chair I was in a fixed 

position all day so when I stretched out at 
home my spasm was really intense. The fact 
that I can stretch my legs out, I can lie back and 
I can move my body a bit more during the day 
is fantastic. All the old ladies get really jealous 
of me on trains because I can tilt my chair back 
and go to sleep and everyone wants my chair at 
that point of time."

THE BEST THING IS THAT MY 
BODY IS NOT LOCKED IN THE 
SAME POSITION ALL DAY.
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